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The Iraqi Red Crescent Society (IRCS) is an Independent, volunteer-based National Society that works to alleviate 

suffering for all and  referee the international humanitarian laws and treaties ratified by the Iraqi government We are also 

an auxiliary body to government when responding to humanitarian needs including the Mosul liberation operation  

beside our heading and membership of different committees inside Iraq that involved in the humanitarian response 

.However, we maintain our independence from authorities and function as an autonomous, apolitical, non-partisan 

organization. our interventions alleviate the suffering in accordance with the movement’s fundamental principles since 

1932 

  

 
  

For further information, contact: - International Relations Department     

Mobile: + (964)7704621141          E-mail: relations.dept@ircs.org.iq        web site:  www.ircs.org.iq   
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MOSUL LIBERATION OPERATION BULLETIN 

Continue the Daily Work  
 

22nd January- 19th February 2017 

Dear follower.. 

 

Since the declaration of liberating the west bank of Mosul and  no major liberation operation, the IRCS  maintained their daily activities inside 

and outside camp and prepared for the liberation operation of the east bank of Mosul city  

In this special edition we will summarized the activities of our four branches during the past month and will return on the daily bulletin with 

progress:- 

The IRCS branches of Duhook, Erbil, Mosul and Salahaddin activities 

summarized below – 

Total number of IDPs reached the camps was 1493 families; 2/3 of them to Khazer the rest to al Madraj camp .while returned 

families were 3482 to inside Mosul districts   

The IRCS added to its services 2 RO units for water inside Madraj Camp and 3 PHC and emergency tents installed one in Jada'a 

and the other two at Hasan shame camps   

A. Relief Services  

1. 8.390.000 liters of potable water from M40 unit in Khazer were distributed to camps  

2. 171,000 liters of potable water distributed as 5 bottle of 19 liters per family inside Mosul and Telkaif cities  

3. 1,880,000 fresh bread distributed to the IDPs of the camps and surrounding areas  

4. 12,000 hot meal cooked to new arrivals inside camps  

5. 2778 Ready Meal with water bottle set distributed to the IDPs  

6. Food basket 4218 distributed inside Mosul district ,500 inside Telkaif  

7. 650 relief pack distributed to the IDPs in Al-Alam city (each pack contain food basket ,kitchen set ,hygiene set ,kettle , 

thermos ,2 Jerri can and 6 blankets ) 

8. Distribution inside camps 5859 food baskets ,5259 kitchen sets ,6759 hygiene set,2659 thermos ,2531 stove ,7436 towels,1859 

rice 35Kg ,1859 kettle ,4118 kettle ,25786 blankets  

B. Medical Services 

1. 10,006 medical cases were treated  

2. 565 person received prescribed medications  

C. Health Services  

1. Distribution of 57 first aid bags  

2. Different First aid services to 144 person  

3. 5 first aid lectures delivered to 141 person  

4. Psychosocial support to all ages 3181 person  

5. Health promotion and personal hygiene and communicable disease prevention education to 2914 person  

D. ERWA Services  

Education and awareness poster and games delivered in the camps o Al-Alam and Qayara Strip camps  

The partners (ICRC, IFRC, , Danish RC ,Finnish RC ,French Red Cross ,German RC ,Norwegian RC ,Qatar RC, Swedish RC and 

Turkish RC) Beside the Barazany CF . 
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